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A B S T R A C T

Individuals are able to improve their visual skill with practice, a phenomenon called Visual Perceptual Learning
(VPL). We previously observed that after training on a difficult shape identification task, the dorsal visual regions
(i.e. right V2d/V3 and right lateral occipital, LO) corresponding to the trained visual quadrant, and their ho-
mologous in the opposite hemisphere, exhibited a selective activation at the end of the learning. By contrast, such
modulation was not observed in the ventral visual regions, corresponding to the untrained quadrants. The causal
role of the trained visual cortex was previously showed in a TMS study as its inactivation impaired behavioral
performance to learned stimuli. Here, using the same experimental design, we employed TMS over the homol-
ogous of the trained area (i.e. left V2d/V3) as well as over the untrained region (i.e. right V4) to causally map the
visual network during the perceptual learning. We report a decrease of accuracy after TMS over left V2d/V3 as
compared to both right V4 and Sham (inactive stimulation) conditions. Importantly, TMS effect was correlated
with the degree of learning, such that subjects with lower accuracy at the end of the training exhibited stronger
TMS impairment. These results provide evidence that segregated regions within the visual network are causally
involved in visual perceptual learning.
1. Introduction

Visual Perceptual Learning (VPL) has been investigated for over a
century, and there is solid evidence for changes in neural activity during
and after training (Gilbert et al., 2001) (Sasaki et al., 2010) (Shibata
et al., 2014). Neurophysiological (Li et al., 2004) and neuroimaging
(Yotsumoto et al., 2008) studies have shown changes of neural activity in
visual areas induced by training on a visual task. Moreover, several lines
of evidence indicated that VPL also induces changes in higher-order level
regions involved in the control of visuo-spatial attention and
decision-making (Sigman et al., 2005) and changes in the interaction
between visual and attention-control systems (Lewis et al., 2009) (Gui-
dotti et al., 2015). In a previous functional MRI study (Lewis et al., 2009)
it has been shown that after an intensive training on shape identification
task (presented in the left lower visual quadrant), visual and
attention-control networks exhibited an opposite pattern of task-evoked
activity. Specifically, fronto-parietal regions (i.e. right posterior intra-
parietal sulcus, pIPS) became less activated for trained as compared to
rTMS, repetitive transcranial mag
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untrained stimuli. By contrast, dorsal visual regions corresponding to the
trained (lower left) visual quadrant (i.e. right V2d/V3 and right lateral
occipital, LO), exhibited higher activation for familiar shape. Notably, a
similar pattern of activity was observed in the homologous of the trained
visual cortex (i.e. left V2d/V3), corresponding to the lower right visual
quadrant. Conversely, learning-related modulation was not detected in
the ventral visual cortices (i.e. right and left V4), corresponding to the
untrained upper visual quadrants (Lewis et al., 2009).

Recently, after the intensive training (i.e. the same experimental
paradigm of (Lewis et al., 2009), and (Baldassarre et al., 2012)), we
employed repetitive transcranial magnetic stimulation (rTMS) in order to
investigate the causal role in learning the shape identification task of
visual occipital (i.e. right V2d/V3 and LO) and parietal (right pIPS) re-
gions previously shown to be modulated by the training (Baldassarre
et al., 2016). We reported that interference with right V2d/V3 and LO,
contralateral to the target presentation, affected behavioural responses to
learned stimuli as compared to both right pIPS and non-active TMS
(Sham) control conditions, thus supporting the causal role of the trained
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Fig. 1. a) Example of the experimental task. b) Example of a single subject’s learning curve. The dotted line indicates the learning threshold of 80% accuracy.
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portion of the visual network in the control of the perceptual learning.
While the above studies have provided invaluable information on the
neural mechanisms of VPL, to date a complete “causal mapping” of the
visual network induced by VPL is missing. As a matter of fact, keeping in
mind the above reported data, a more complex pattern of causal
involvement within the visual network can be hypothesized, so that,
besides main nodes contributing to VPL, also further segregated visual
regions might play a causal role. On the light of previous fMRI findings
(Lewis et al., 2009), we tested the prediction that, when subjects are
trained on a difficult task in the lower left visual quadrant, the impair-
ment in the behavioural performance should be detected also after
inactivation of the homologous of the trained visual cortex (i.e. left
V2d/V3). On the contrary, no effect should be expected when rTMS is
delivered over ventral visual regions (i.e. right V4), which did not show
any modulation by VPL. To disclose this open issue, here we directly
compared the causal role of different visual regions in the shape identi-
fication task performance after an intensive training, delivering rTMS
over left V2d/V3, right V4 and vertex (sham), respectively.

2. Materials and methods

2.1. Subjects and stimuli

16 right-handed volunteers (age range: 20–30 yrs old; 5 males)
participated in this experiment. A preliminary self-reported question-
naire assessed that they did not present previous psychiatric or neuro-
logical history. Participants gave written consent according to the Code
of Ethics of the World Medical Association, and the Institutional Review
Board and Ethics Committee of the University of Chieti. The experi-
mental protocol was approved by the Institutional Review Board and
Ethics Committee of the University of Chieti. The computer monitor was
placed in front of them at a distance of about 80 cm.

Subjects were trained with daily sessions to attend to the lower left
visual quadrant and find the target shape among the distracters while
maintaining central fixation. The stimulus array comprised 12 Ts ar-
ranged in an annulus of low eccentricity (i.e. 5� radius) and was dis-
played across the 4 visual quadrants. Of note, with such low eccentricity
in our previous study (Lewis et al., 2009) we did not observe significant
eye movements. On each trial subjects fixated a central spot for 200ms
(fixation), after which the target shape (an inverted T) was presented at
the center of the screen for 2000ms (target presentation); finally, an
array of 12 stimuli, differently oriented Ts (distracters) with or without
an inverted T (target), was briefly flashed for 150ms (array presenta-
tion). The target shape appeared randomly in 1 of 3 locations in the left
lower (trained) visual quadrant, and never in the other three untrained
quadrants. Subjects attended to the lower left visual quadrant and
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indicated the presence or absence of the target shape by pressing a
left/right mouse button with their right hand (Fig. 1a). Overall, subjects
are trained to: (i) attend to the left lower quadrant; (ii) filter unattended
information from the distracters in both trained and untrained quadrants;
(iii) develop a perceptual template of the target shape. Each block con-
sisted of 45 trials, 36 (80%) that contained the target and 9 (20%) that
did not. Training lasted 4–6 days, and an average of 60 practice blocks
were necessary to reach a threshold of 80% accuracy in at least 8
consecutive blocks of trials (see Fig. 1b for a representative psycho-
physical curve). Of note, the accuracy of each block was weighted with
the rate of false positive (fp) (Sigman and Gilbert, 2000) (Sigman et al.,
2005) (Lewis et al., 2009) (Baldassarre et al., 2016), through the
following formula: p-weighted¼ (p – fp)/(1– fp) where p is positive
response (i.e. including hits and correct rejection).

When subjects reached criterion, they were asked to perform two
blocks of the same task during each TMS condition (i.e. left V2d/V3, right
V4, and Sham). Presentation timing was triggered by the TMS train (see
below), and the three TMS conditions were run in a counterbalanced
order across subjects, who were instructed to respond as accurately and
quickly as possible. Reaction times and response accuracy were recorded
for behavioral analyses. Notably, none of the subjects reported discom-
fort or pain during each stimulation site.
2.2. Procedures for rTMS and identification of target scalp regions

TMSwas delivered through a focal, figure eight coil, connected with a
standard Mag-Stim Rapid 2 stimulator (maximum output 2.2 T). Indi-
vidual resting excitability threshold for right motor cortex stimulation
was preliminarily determined following standardized procedure (Rossini
et al., 1994). The rTMS train (i.e. 3 pulses) was delivered simultaneously
to the central spot ~2 s before the stimuli array with the following pa-
rameters: 150ms duration, 20-Hz frequency, and intensity set at 100% of
the individual motor threshold. The parameters are consistent with
published safety guidelines for TMS (Rossi et al., 2009). Of note, previous
studies of our group have shown that such inhibition has effect for at least
2 s, thus affecting target processing (Capotosto et al., 2012a) (Capotosto
et al., 2012b) (Capotosto et al., 2015) (Capotosto et al., 2017) (Spadone
et al., 2017) (Croce et al., 2018a). All participants performed two active
rTMS (i.e. left V2d/V3, right V4) and one inactive TMS (i.e. Sham)
conditions corresponding to each stimulation site, applied in different
blocks and counterbalanced across subjects. In the “Sham” condition, a
pseudo rTMS was delivered at scalp vertex; it was ineffective due to the
reversed position of the coil with respect to the scalp surface (i.e. the
magnetic flux was dispersed to air). The location of left V2d/V3 and right
V4 was automatically identified on the subject’s scalp using the SofTaxic
navigator system (E.M.S. Italy, www.emsmedical.net), which permits to

http://www.emsmedical.net


Fig. 2. a) Inflated view of left (top) and right (bottom)
hemispheres, respectively, atlas brain with regions
belonging to the visual networks as in previous work
of Lewis et al. (2009). Regions with coordinates are
stimulated with rTMS in this experiment and are as
follows: left V2d/V3: 10, �85, 01 (x, y, z); right V4 23,
�75, �12 (x, y, z). b) Group means (�standard error,
SE) of the accuracy (%) for the three rTMS Conditions
(left V2d/V3, right V4, Sham). Duncan post-hoc tests:
one asterisk (p< 0.02).

Table 1
RTs for all TMS conditions.

V2dV3 V4 sham

mean 569.5 565.6 558.2
SE 19.4 18.8 17.7

Table 2
FPs for all TMS conditions.

V2dV3 V4 sham

mean (%) 20 14 18
SE (%) 5 3 5
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compute an estimated volume of head MRIs in subjects for whom MRIs
are unavailable. The estimated MRIs are calculated with a warping pro-
cedure, by acting on a template MRI volume on the basis of a set of points
digitized from the subjects scalp. Specifically, it uses a set of digitized
skull landmarks (nasion, inion, and two pre-auricular points), and about
40 scalp points entered with a Fastrak Polhemus digitizer system (Pol-
hemus), and an averaged stereotaxic MRI atlas brain in Talairach space
(Talairach and Tournoux, 1988). The average Talairach coordinates in
the SofTaxic navigator system were transformed through a linear trans-
formation to each individual subject’s scalp. Such method has an error of
about 5mm over a method in which each subject’s own MRI is used for
localization (Carducci and Brusco, 2012), thus presenting an error lower
that the TMS spatial resolution itself (i.e. 1 cm). This individualized head
model preserves the anatomical scalp–brain correlates of a mean MR
template, providing an accurate set of estimatedMRI data, specific for the
subject under examination. This approach has been widely and suc-
cessfully utilized in previous rTMS studies by our and several other
groups using a number of subjects comparable with the present study and
investigating disparate cognitive domains (Croce et al., 2018a) (Croce
et al., 2018b) (Capotosto et al., 2014) (Capotosto et al., 2018) (Sestieri
et al., 2013) (Passeri et al., 2015) (Candidi et al., 2011). A mechanical
arm maintained the handle of the coil angled at about 45� away from the
midline and the centre of the coil wings was positioned on the scalp, to
deliver the maximum rTMS intensity over each site (individual peak of
activation). The coordinates of the different cortical regions were based
on our previous perceptual learning study (Lewis et al., 2009) and were
as follows: left V2d/V3¼�10,�85, 01 (x, y, z); right V4¼ 23,�75,�12
(x, y, z) (Fig. 2a). Importantly, rTMS was delivered ~2 s before stimulus
array so that the effect was not predominantly on stimulus-evoked ac-
tivity, which could have been ‘masked’ by the TMS, but either on pre-
paratory or ongoing activity.

2.3. Statistical analyses

Statistical analyses were conducted using within-subject ANOVAs for
repeated measures. Mauchley’s test was used to evaluate sphericity
assumption, Green-house-Geisser procedure was used to correct degrees
of freedom, and Duncan tests for post-hoc comparisons (p< 0.05).

Firstly, to verify that behavioral deficits induced by rTMS did not
reflect a cumulative effect, we computed a t-test comparing the per-
centage of correct response in the last day of the training (i.e. last 8 blocks
in which subjects reached the criterion) with the accuracy in the Sham
condition.

The main statistical design was computed to investigate the causal
role of the two visual nodes (i.e. left V2d/V3, right V4) in the perceptual
learning task. To this aim we carried out an Anova using percentage of
correct responses or reaction times (RTs) with Condition (left V2d/V3,
right V4 and Sham) as within-subject factors. Moreover, a similar
3

statistical design tested differences of false positive alarms across TMS
conditions.

Finally, to verify whether the behavioral impairment induced by TMS
interference was associated with the extent of learning, we carried out
several correlation analyses (Pearson test, p< 0.05) between accuracy in
the last training day (i.e. learning) and the difference of accuracy
computed in a pair-wise manner across all experimental conditions (i.e.
left V2d/V3, right V4 and Sham). Specifically we used the following
differences: left-LO minus right V4, left V2d/V3 minus Sham, right V4
minus Sham.

3. Results

Several subjects in the last training day performed largely above the
criterion (i.e. good learners). As a matter of fact, on average the per-
centage of correct responses was 89.4%� 1.2 SE. Importantly, such score
was not significantly different (p¼ 0.55) from the accuracy in the Sham
condition (89.9%� 1.5 SE). Since the experimental conditions were
counterbalanced across subjects, and the Sham condition may be pre-
sented before or after one or two TMS active conditions, the above t-test
suggests no cumulative effect of TMS interference.

The results clearly indicated that correct responses occurred less
frequently after left V2d/V3 as compared to both Sham and right V4
inhibition (Fig. 2b). This was confirmed by an ANOVA on accuracy that
showed a main effect of Condition (F2,30¼ 4.45 p< 0.02) with a signif-
icant reduction of the percentage of correct responses after left V2d/V3
(85.6%� 2.3 SE) as compared to right V4 (90.0%� 1.3 SE; p¼ 0.018)
and Sham (89.9%� 1.5 SE; p¼ 0.016). Importantly, no differences were
observed between accuracy after the active (right V4) and inactive
(Sham) control conditions (p¼ 0.96). Finally, the same statistical design
using RTs did not provide any statistically significant difference across
conditions. In Table 1 are reported the RTs for all TMS conditions. Of
note, the average of false positive (FP) responses was lower than 20%



Fig. 3. Scatter-plots showing the linear correlations between accuracy in the last training day (i.e. learning) and the difference of accuracy computed comparing left
V2d/V3 minus right V4 (a), Left V2d/V3 minus Sham (b),and right V4 minus Sham (c).
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across TMS conditions (Table 2). Although TMS over V2dV3, compared
to V4 and Sham conditions, produced slightly higher number of FPs, it
was not statistically different (p> 0.2), suggesting that TMS impaired the
whole behavioral performance.

Interestingly, the percentage of correct responses reached at the end
of the training was positively correlated across subjects with the
impairment produced by left V2d/V3 inhibition compared to both the
active control condition (left V2d/V3 minus right V4) (r¼ 0.58;
p¼ 0.018) (Fig. 3a) and the inactive control condition (left V2d/V3
minus Sham) (r¼ 0.58; p¼ 0.019) (Fig. 3b). Conversely, the difference of
accuracy between right V4 and Sham was not correlated with the per-
centage of correct responses at the end of the training (r¼�0.05;
p¼ 0.83) (Fig. 3c). Overall, these correlations suggest that the magnetic
interference was more pronounced in subjects with lower learning
degree.

4. Discussion

In the present study, we used a causal approach to compare the role of
two different occipital areas (i.e. left V2d/V3 and right V4), belonging to
the visual network involved in Visual Perceptual Learning (VPL). We
report that when subjects are trained on the shape identification task in
the lower left visual quadrant, the magnetic stimulation of the ipsilateral
dorsal visual area (left V2d/V3), but not of the contralateral ventral vi-
sual area (right V4), significantly affected the whole behavioural per-
formance. Furthermore, such impairment was stronger in “bad-learner”
subjects, as indexed by lower accuracy at the end of the training. These
findings provide causal evidence that VPL might be mediated in segre-
gated regions within the visual network.

In the same experimental paradigm, we previously showed that ac-
tivity in the portion of the trained visual cortex (i.e. right V2d/V3) cor-
responding to the attended (left) visual quadrant is causally relevant for
the processing of learned visual shapes (Baldassarre et al., 2016). By
contrast, the interference with higher order parietal region (intra-parietal
sulcus, IPS), involved early on the training, did not affect the learning
degree. Here, for the first time, a causal role was associated to the ho-
mologous of the trained visual cortex (i.e. left V2d/V3) in the control of
the perceptual learning. Current result corroborates correlative findings
reported in our previous fMRI (Lewis et al., 2009) showing that the ho-
mologous of the trained visual cortex exhibited learning specific modu-
lation (higher activation for trained compared to untrained shapes).
Conversely, such pattern of causal topography in the visual cortex might
not be expected in experimental tasks using central stimuli displayed at
lower eccentricity as suggested by correlative finding by Sigman et al.
(2005), reporting bilateral quadrant-aspecific modulation in early visual
cortex (V1 and V2). Furthermore, the present results are consistent with
evidence indicating that modulations in the visual cortex are not con-
strained within the attended locations but are extended in the opposite
4

hemisphere homologous to the attended ones (Sylvester et al., 2007)
(Tootell et al., 1998). This pattern might reflect attentional mechanisms
based on brain activity modulation induced by difference between
attended and unattended locations (Sylvester et al., 2007). Notably, in
our previous TMS study (Baldassarre et al., 2016) we reported an in-
crease of RT after TMS of the trained visual cortex, whereas here we
observed a decrement of accuracy after inhibition of left V2d/V3 (the
homologous of the trained visual cortex). Interestingly, a recent model
posed that effect on RT is accounted by multiple cognitive processes,
whereas effect on accuracy is explained by a single operation. Within this
framework, it can be speculated that a delay to response after TMS over
the trained visual cortex is the consequence of two processes, namely the
interference with spatial attention and disruption of the template of the
learned shape developed selectively in the trained visual cortex. On the
contrary, decreased accuracy after untrained visual cortex inhibition
might reflect a single attentional process. Since TMSwas delivered nearly
2 s prior to stimulus presentation, hence interfering with preparatory
and/or ongoing activity, the more likely possibility is that magnetic
stimulation interferes with attentional processes.

Another plausible explanation of the involvement of the ispilateral
visual area (i.e. left V2d/V3) in the processing of the learned shape in the
left-lower quadrant may be due to the robust functional connectivity
between two homologous regions belonging to the visual network (Lu
et al., 2017). This latter interpretation is also strengthened by the
observation that both trained visual cortex and its homologous exhibit a
similar pattern of learning-induced modulation of functional connectiv-
ity as both regions became more negatively correlated with
fronto-parietal dorsal attention network after training (Lewis et al.,
2009).

A second observation of the present report is that the magnetic
stimulation over the learning irrelevant portion of the visual network (i.e.
V4) did not affect behavioral performance. This result is in line with the
referenced fMRI study (Lewis et al., 2009) showing that learning related
modulation was not detected in the ventral visual cortices (i.e. right and
left V4). Our finding might reflect the process of filtering out distracters
displayed in the “untrained” quadrant (upper-left) represented in the
right ventral visual region (V4). Such operation is less required as the task
is learned, hence, unaffected by the stimulation at the end of the training.
This explanation may be in line with observation that VPL induced
reduction of anticorrelation between right V4 and regions belonging to
the so-called Default-mode network which are involved in filtering
attended information (Shulman et al., 2003).

Another interesting finding of the current study is that the impair-
ment produced by left V2d/V3 inhibition compared to the active and
inactive control conditions is positively correlated with the percentage of
correct responses reached at the end of the training. In a previous fMRI
study (Baldassarre et al., 2012) we showed that the strength of
pre-training resting state functional connectivity between
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stimulus-related visual regions was positively correlated with a measure
of subsequent learning. Specifically, observers with better degree of
learning exhibited higher FC, whereas bad learners showed lower extent
of synchronization within the visual network. In this framework, it can be
speculated that a weaker behavioral effect on good learners after inac-
tivation of a key visual region (left V2d/V3) might be due to their more
robust set of functional connections within the visual network. By
contrast, bad learners would exhibit a more “vulnerable” visual network
as indexed by lower FC, therefore, the interference over a crucial visual
node would produce a more pronounced impairment.

Taken together, current and previous findings of our group indicate a
topographical causal organization of the visual network during VPL,
which was previously observed only using a correlative (fMRI) approach,
thus broadening neuroscientific knowledge of this crucial ability as well
as of visual cortex functions. From a clinical point of view, these results
may provide insights for the therapeutic intervention and recovery in
brain disorders involving visual system. Indeed, several previous studies
showed that visual perceptual learning can be used as a tool for the
treatment of amblyopia, which is a disorder characterized by a reduction
of visual acuity in absence of apparent ocular disease (see (Levi and Li,
2009) for a Review). Another pathology of visual system treated through
VPL is the macular degeneration (MD), which is the leading cause of
blindness in the elderly population. Interestingly, a recent study on MD
patients showed a learning induced improvement suggesting a partial
cortical reorganization (Maniglia et al., 2018). The present causal
topography of the visual system may contribute to better understand the
neural mechanisms underlying the recovery of visual functions in these
clinical populations. Moreover, our results might pave the way for further
studies of ‘causal mapping’ of brain regions involved in other forms of
learning e.g., motor.
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